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internal noise figure due to additional gain compression by a feedback light is negligible. Therefore, one can improve the noise figure using, for example, fiber gratings, which will be implemented in our system in the near future.
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Supervision and management of future wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) networks may be accomplished with pilot tones generated by amplitude modulation of the signal. This technique is attractive as no extra light source is needed to perform, e.g., signal power supervision throughout the network. However, because optical cross connects (OXC{s) deploying wavelength converters are likely to be included in an optical network layer, and because wavelength converters generally have a nonlinear transfer function (in contrast to, e.g., couplers, filters, and erbium-doped fiber amplifiers), special attention must be given to how the conversion influences the pilot tones and vice versa.

TuE6 Fig. 1. Experimental setup used for measurements on pilot tones transmitted through an IWC.

TuE6 Fig. 2. Low-frequency spectrum (a) before and (b) after the IWC. Pilot tone frequency: 40 kHz; electrical bandwidth: 300 kHz.

Here we investigate the transmission of a pilot tone through an interferometric wavelength converter (IWC) in conjunction with a 2.5 Gbit/s experiment as shown in Fig. 1. The pilot tone is added by sinusoidal modulation of the bias current to the signal laser. After the IWC (Michelson interferometer) the converted signal is analysed using a bit-error-rate (BER) counter and a lightwave analyzer.

For a pilot tone frequency of 40 kHz and a modulation index of 0.27, the signal spectrum before and after the IWC are shown as Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively. After the conversion a frequency component at 80 kHz occurs while the pilot tone power-to-noise ratio is reduced by approximately 5 dB. This behavior is explained by the sinusoidal transfer function of the converter. When an amplitude-modulated pilot tone is added to the bit sequence the nonlinear transfer function generates frequency components at multiples of the pilot frequency and the pilot tone power-to-noise ratio is reduced.

Figure 3 shows the power-to-noise ratio at the pilot frequency versus the modulation index before and after conversion. The reduction of the power-to-noise ratio due to conversion is nearly independent of the modulation index and varies from 3–5 dB. The pilot tone power-to-noise ratio increases with the modulation index indicating that the best performance is obtained using a high modulation index. Further mea-
measurements analyzing the BER performance of the converter have been carried out at 2.5 Gbit/s demonstrating that the power penalty ($@BER = 10^{-3}$) remains below 1 dB for pilot tone frequencies from 10 kHz to 10 MHz even for a high modulation index of 0.27.

In conclusion, wavelength converters are found to be far from transparent to pilot tones. Although pilot tones can be added with a modulation index as high as 0.27 and still result in a conversion penalty below 1 dB, the pilot tone power-to-noise ratio is reduced by 5 dB at each wavelength converter stage. Therefore, alternative schemes for the network supervision must be applied based on either (1) an extra wavelength channel dedicated to supervision or (2) blocking and retransmission of the pilot tone at each OXC.\(^5\) The latter approach, where the pilot tone is blocked and retransmitted when the signal wavelength is converted, possesses the additional advantage that the pilot tone can be used for wavelength identification.


In 1992, Deutsche Telekom launched a large scale fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) three-year program, called OPAL. Later, another program with a slightly different aim, ISIS (Integrated System for optical network Infrastructure) was initiated and continues today.\(^1-4\) Both projects (Table 1) cover about 4 million lines, which will use optical fiber technology in the access network for communication. At the end-of-roll-out-phase, about 10% of all telephone customers will take advantage of this technique.

The OPAL and ISIS systems could only become reliable field-technology after intensive interaction by network operators and with strong industrial partners. The existing infrastructure limits the economic application of FITL systems in some cases. Therefore, decentral planning is advantageous. If a certain system manufacturer’s systems have been installed in local regions, then this manufacturer has a good chance to also become the provider of subsequent orders for the area because the staff is acquainted with the existing technology.

ISIS technology has been developed by kabelmetal electric (ke). Meanwhile three other industrial manufacturers also deliver those systems. In contrast to OPAL technology, Telekom avoids a new plurality in different system types. In the future, FITL technology must have a broad, worldwide basis in order to further drop the prices for components and systems. This was one of the reasons for the launch of the international “Full Service Access Network” (FSAN) action.\(^5\) Because of the unexpected ISDN boom in Germany, in some cases, electronic hardware had to be replaced in the ONUs.

The system hardware and software is in permanent progress. Behavior observed on working OPAL 93 and 94 systems lead to the following innovations: new economic powering concepts of field equipment; new sizes of ONUs (for 200 subscribers); new housing type for curb-boxes; use of uniform optical equipment, e.g., connectors for all the different OPAL system types; transition from company specific interfaces to open interfaces like V5.x; and a trend towards uniform management systems.

### Table 1. Roll-out of Optical Access Network Technology (No. of 1000 lines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>’93</th>
<th>’94</th>
<th>’95</th>
<th>’96</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPAL</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AON</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>2.275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS indoor</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>